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My invention relates to an electromagnetic 
sound reproducer or phonograph pick-up which 
finds particular utility in providing faithful high 
fidelity reproduction from laterally cut record 
ings embracing a high frequency range. 
In the reproduction of laterally cut recordings 

it is necessary that the reproducing stylus be 
mounted for free lateral movement So as to be 
moved from side to side in strict conformity With 
the vibrations recorded on the sound track. It 
must have extreme rigidity in the axial direc 
tion or lengthwise of the sound track to minimise 
distortion. In pick-ups of the electromagnetic 
type it is also required that the magnetic flux 
vary linearly with the displacement of the stylus ' 
from an intermediate or neutral position. Fur 
thermore, to prevent resonance effects and similar 
forms of distortion, it is required that the nat 
ural period of lateral vibration of the stylus be 
well below the lowest frequency desired to be 
reproduced and it is also necessary that the 
pick-up assembly and stylus each have a mini 
mum weight and inertia to minimise the load 
ing on the walls of the record grooves, particu 
larly at high frequencies or sounds having steep 
wave fronts, and in the event the record is not 
quite flat. As a matter of convenience it is also 
preferable to arrange for the ready replacement 
of the stylus. 
The reproducers of the character referred to 

known prior to my invention do not meet these 
desirable conditions. In most constructions the 
stylus support depends upon the use of trun 
raions or upon the relative stiffness in two direc 
tions of a thin, flat member to provide rigidity 
in the longitudinal direction together with lat 
eral flexibility. Such a construction provides at 
best a compromise in which insufficient longi 
tudinal rigidity is obtained and in which the 
stylus has greater rigidity in the lateral direc 
tion than is desirable. This leads to distortion 
resulting from the longitudinal displacement of 
the stylus, and from the resonance of the stylus 
when reproducing low frequencies. A linear re 
lation between the rate of change of flux and 
the displacement of the stylus is seldom obtained 
because of the prior attempts to use highly ef 
ficient magnetic circuits. Also in the prior con 
structions provision was made for replacing the 
stylus by a thumb screw type of clamp which : 
added greatly to the weight of the stylus assem 
bly and resulted in excessive loading on the sound 
track Walls and rapid wearing of the records. 

It is accordingly an object of my invention to 
provide a reproducer or pick-up of the electro 
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magnetic type which overcomes the above noted 
disadvantages by reason of a novel magnetic cir 
cuit and an improved stylus mounting. 

It is another object of my invention to provide 
a pick-up of the character set forth in the pre 
ceding paragraphs in which a material reduction 
in Weight is obtained by the use of a greatly sim 
plified magnetic circuit. 

It is also an object of my invention to provide 
a pick-up of the character referred to in the 
preceding paragraphs in which the stylus holder 
is made extremely light in Weight and constructed 
to have high intrinsic rigidity. 

It is an additional object of my invention to 
provide a pick-up of the character referred to in 
the preceding paragraphs in which the stylus as 
Sembly is formed with a T-shape, lateral vibration 
of the stylus being accomplished by pivotal move 
ment of the assembly about the longitudinal axis 
of the bar of the T, such movement being per 
mitted by trunnion blocks of rubber or similar 
resilient material adhesively bonded to the ex 
tremes of the bar of the T-shape, whereby the 
relatively great length of the bar of the T effec 
tively prevents movement of the stylus in a 
longitudinal direction. 

It is also an object of my invention to pro 
vide a pick-up of the character heretobefore de 
Scribed which includes a pair of simple opposed 
permanent bar magnets for establishing the re 
quired magnetic field. 

It is a still further object of my invention to 
provide a pick-up of the character referred to 
hereinbefore in which the permanent magnet 
pole pieces are disposed between the rock bar 
and the record engaging end of said stylus, and 
as close to said stylus as possible. 

It is an additional object of my invention to 
provide a pick-up of the character set forth in 
the preceding paragraphs which is formed as a 
pair of Separable hinged halves normally held 
in closed position by a detent mechanism and 
which includes means operative in the closed 
position to hold the stylus in the proper relation 
to the other parts of the pick-up through clamp 
ing pressure exerted on the rubber trunnion 
blocks by the two halves of the assembly. 
Other objects and advantages of my invention 

Will be apparent from a study of the following 
Specification read in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective drawing illustrating the 
general form and appearance of a pick-up con 
structed in accordance with the preferred en 
bodiment of my invention; 
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Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view through 
the pick-up shown in Fig. 1 and illustrating 
the details of construction of a coil support and stylus mounting; 

Fig. 3 is an underside view of the device shown 
in Fig. 2 and further illustrating the relative 
positions of the parts; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary cross sectional view 
taken along the line IV-IV of Fig. 2; and 

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of the stylus as 
sembly showing the details of construction. 

Referring to the drawings, I have illustrated 
therein the preferred embodiment of my inven 
tion as comprising a pick-up assembly formed 
as two separable halves and 2 joined to each 
other by a hinged construction comprising a 
tongue 3 on the lower member 2 disposed within 
a longitudinally extending slot 4 formed in the 
upper member , a hinge pin 5 being passed lon 
gitudinally through the tongue 3 and the bosses 
6 and 7 disposed on either side of the tongue 
3 and defined by the slot 4. The upper part 
of the assembly constitutes a cover for the lower 
part and serves also as a clamping mechanism 
for holding the stylus in an operative position 
as Will Subsequently appear. 
When in use, the hinged halves are moved into 

juxtaposition as illustrated in Fig. 2 and are 
held in such position by a detent mechanism 
which may comprise a projection 8 formed on the 
upper half f and which enters a similarly con 
toured depression formed in the lower half 2. 
The rear portion 9 of the upper half is given 
a cylindrical form and is bored as indicated at 
0 and to provide for attachment of a "tone 
arm' or swivel mounting providing for the tra 
versal of the pick-up over the surface of the 
record during reproduction. 
The bore to communicates with an interior 

space 2 permitting the electrical conductors 
comprising the output circuit of the pick-up to 
be connected respectively to a pair of connector 
elements 3 extending in a generally vertical di 
rection through the lower half 2 and extending 
into a recess f4 formed in the under surface of 
the lower half. This recess and an upwardly 
extending bore 5 serve to house a pick-up coil 
6 and may be normally closed by a dust cover 

removably secured to the underside of the 
lower half 2 as by means of flat head counter 
sunk screws 8. 
The bore 5 preferably extends somewhat be 

yond the mid line of the lower half 2 at which 
point its diameter is reduced as indicated at 9 
to provide a shoulder 20 against which the pick 
up coil f6 may be seated. The pick-up coil 6 
may be secured within the recess S as by means 
of shellac, varnish or othe suitable adhesive. 
As appears in Figs. 2 and 4, the reduced 

diameter bore 9 communicates with a longi 
tudinally extending recess 2 which is preferably 
given a rectangular cross section and which 
serves to house a stylus assembly indicated gen 
erally by the reference character 22. The stylus 
aSSembly is preferably constructed along the 
lines illustrated in Figs. 2, 4 and 5 and comprises 
a formed T shaped member consisting of a rock 
bar portion 23 from the center of which depends 
a tapered cylindrical tube 24. The tube 24 is 
preferably contoured as shown in Fig. 4, to pro 
vide a short, straight cylindrical section 25 merg 
ing into a conical section 26 which is secured to 
or formed integrally, with the transverse bar 
portion 23. The depending tubular portion 24 is 
preferably bored as indicated at 27 to receive a 

4 
sound track engaging stylus 28 formed pref 
erably of Sapphire or a similar jewel. 
The bar portion 23 is by preference given a chan 

nel shaped cross section defined by a horizontally 

O 

extending Web 29 from opposite sides of which 
rise narrow flanges 30 and 3. The flanges 30 
and 3 at the extreme ends of the bar portion 23 
are given a somewhat greater width and are 
turned inwardly toward each other as shown at 
32 and 33 to provide a quasicylindrical section 
to which trunnion blocks 34 and 35 formed of 
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rubber or other like resilient material are se 
cured, preferably as by means of a vulcanising 
or adhesive bonding process. 
I have found that the complete stylus holder 

can conveniently be formed by a drawing opera 
tion-as for example by a machine similar to 
an eyelet forming machine. 
The stylus assembly is mounted within the 

lower half 2 in the manner shown in Figs. 2 and 4 
With the trunnion blocks 34 and 35 seated within 
the channel 2. The upper half includes down 
Wardly extending bosses 36 and 37 disposed to 
engage the upper Surfaces of the blocks 34 and 
35 respectively when the halves are in their closed 
positions to thereby exert a clamping pressure 
on the blocks to hold the stylus assembly firmly 
within the recess 2. With the parts so positioned 
the tubular portion of the stylus passes through 
the center of the coil 6 and extends below the 
lower cover 7 a sufficient distance to permit the 
stylus to engage the record surface and allow. 
adequate clearance between the cover and the 
Surface of the record. 
By properly locating the channel 2 and by 

carefully controlling the location and alignment 
of the blocks 34 and 35 as through use of a jig 
or fixture during bonding or vulcanizing, proper 
alignment upon assembly is assured. 
The ends of the coil 6 are preferably carried 

through the recess 4 and secured as by soldering 
to the exposed ends of the connector member 3, 
thus completing the electrical circuit between the 
coil and the output conductors. - 
The magnetic field for the device is furnished 

by a pair of simple rectangular permanent bar 
magnets 38 and 39 secured in any suitable man 
ner within rectangular recesses 40 and 4 formed 
in the under surface of the lower half 2 and 
aligned with the coil supporting bore 5. The 
depth of the recess 4 is chosen to place the 
upper Surface of the magnets 38 and 39 Sub 
stantially in contact with the lower surface of 
the coil 6. While the magnets 38 and 39 can 
be secured within the recesses 40 and 4 by any 
suitable means, as by means of screws or clamps, 
I have found that an adequately secure mount 
ing is provided by making the recess and magnet 
dimensions conform closely and by using a suit 
able adhesive for holding the magnets in place. 
The magnets are placed with unlike poles on 

opposite sides of the stylus assembly 22 and are 
Spaced apart a distance substantially equal to 
the internal diameter of the coil 6, a distance 
which is somewhat greater than the maximum 
amplitude of vibration required of the stylus 22. 
Furthermore the magnets are given a width in 
the longitudinal direction (at right angles to the 
direction of stylus motion) which is large com 
pared to the diameter of the stylus. By this 
means there is produced across the gap between 
the opposed faces of the bar magnets a sub 
stantially uniform magnetic field of considerable 
strength. The external magnetic circuit com 
prises the leakage path through the air and 
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through the body of the pick-up from the extree 
ends of the magnet. The tubular portion 24 of 
the stylus assembly constitutes; a shunt, magnetic 
circuits, joining the midpoints of the air gap and 
external portions of the magnetic, circuit. There 
fore, when the stylus, portion 24 is positioned 
centrally between adjacent faces of the magnets 
38 and 39, substantially no: flux will fiOW through 
the stylus. However, a lateral displacement of 
the stylus te bring. the stylus nearer one of the 
magnets and further from the other will tria 
balance the magnetic field, and cause a flux te: 
fow in one direction throtagh the stylus. A dis 
placerrerit in the opposite direction, will results 
in a flux flow through the stylus in the reverse 
direction. Because the magnetic field extending 
fran pole to pole of the magnets 38 and 39 is 
uniforn, and because the exterit of the lateral 
movement of the stylus is normally snailler thran. 
the spacing between the adjacent. magnet faces 
the fux change through the stylus bears, a sub 
stantially linear relationship to the magnitude 
of the displacenterat: 
I have found that with a pick-up constructed 

as described, the stylus kas great flexibility in 
the lateral direction and a natural period of 
vikratier in that, direction which is substantially 
Fower that: the lowest record, frequeney desired 
to be reproduced. FertshireErrore, the stylus pre-r 
sents extreme rigidity in the longittledinal direct 
tion and is not stribjected to any material dis 
placement; in the longitudinal direction during, 
operation. Faithful reproduction may be ob 
tained up to freeuencies; as high as 12,000 cycles, 
per Second Attentiori is furthermore directed to the ease. 
with which the stylus may be replaced as may 
he required by the wear resulting from econtinued 
use of the device, Replacing a stylus, is: accorn 
plished simply and easily by hiragedly moving the 
halves F and 2 away from each other" whereby 
the complete stylus assembly 22 may be lifted 
upwardly from the channel 2 and replaced by 
a new stylus of like construction. 

Also, the total weight of the pick-up. is con 
siderably reduced by the simplified magnet strtic 
ture disclosed hereir 
While have shown and described the preferred 

embodiment of my invention I do not desire to 
be limited to the details of construction which 
have been shown, and described herein except as 
defined in the appended claims. 
I clairl: 1. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up, 

the combination, of: a body, member formed of 
a light weight non-magnetic. Inaterial; a pick-up 
coil mounted in a recess formed in one surface 
of said body; an armature of magnetic material 
extended axially through said coil; and a pair 
of simple permanent bar magnets disposed on op 
posite sides of said armature and extending along 
a line normal to the length of said armature, said 
magnets being secured within an elongated chall 
nel formed in said one surface of said body Enem 
ber, said magnets extending Over the Surface of 
said coil to hold said coil within said recess. 

2. Tn a stylus assembly for an electromagnetic 
phonograph pick-up, the combination of: a tu 
bular Stylus shank formed of magnetic material; 
a pointed record engaging stylus Secured in one 
end of Said shank; a rock-bar secured to the 
other end of said shank at right angles there 
to and extending Substantially equal distances 
from said shank; and a pair of trunnion blocks 
Secured to the ends of said rock bar, said trunnion 
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6 
blocks, being formed of a resilient. Fraterial. have 
iiga, low modulus of rigidity and great. elasticity 
permitting angular movement of said, rock bariat 
response to lateral displacement of said stylus, 

3, n.a.stylus, assembly for an electronagnetic 
phoreograph pick-up, the: corribination of: a tet 
bular stylus shank formed of magnetic material: 
a pointed record, engaging stylus sectired.ir. One. 
ead of said shank; a rock-bar secured to the 
other" end. of said shank at right angles therete 
and extending substantially equal distances...for 
said shark; and a pair of trunnior blocks... a.d. 
hesively bonded to the ends of said rock bar, said 
trtnigE., blocks being formed of a resilient. Final 
teria.It having a low modulus of rigidity and great. 
easticity, permitting angular; movement of said 
rock bar in response, to lateral displacement of 
Said Stylus. 4. In a stylus assembly for an electromagnetic 
pilonograph: pick-up, the combination of: att's 
bular stylus shank; formed of magnetic, laterial 
a pointed recerd engaging stylus. Securred in one 
end of said shank; a rock bar" secured to the 
other end of said, shank at right angles thereto 
arid extending. Substantially equal distances front 
said shank, said rock bar, having a channel shaped 
cross section. disposed, with the plane of the web 
thereof at right angles to said shank; and a pair 
of tranrior blocks secured to the ends of said rock 
bar, said truEinion blocks being formed of a re 
silient. Enlaterial. having a low modulus of rigidity 
and great. elasticity: permitting angular moves 
Finent of said rock bar in response to lateral dis 
placement of said styles. 

5. En a stylus assembly for an electromagnetic 
phenograph pick-up, the combination of: a rock 
bar of channel shaped cross section; trunnior, 
blocks formed of a resilient material having phy 
sical, properties similar to those of Vulcanized 
rubber adhesively bonded to opposite ends of said 
rock bar; and a tubular stylus shark Securred to 
said rock bar intermediate the ends thereof and 
at right angles to the length thereof, said shark, 
having a generally tapered form, disposed, with 
the larger end at Said rock bar, said shank have 
ing a substantially constant wall thickness along 
its ength. 6. Eri, a stylus assembly for an electromagnetie 
phonograph pick-up, the combination of: a rock 
bar of charthel shaped cross section; trthrion 
Élocks formed of a resilient material having phys 
iga properties. Similar to those of vulcanized 
Etibber a dhesively bonded to opposite ends of 
said rock bar; and a tubular stylus shank secured 
te: Said' rock bar intermediate the ends thereof 
and at right angles to the length thereof, said 
shank having a cylindrfcal Section spaced from 
said rock bar by a frusto-conical section disposed 
with the larger base at said rock bar, said shark 
Eawing a Substantially constant Wall thickness 
alongits length. 

7. E. a. sby its assembly" for an electromagnetic 
photograph pick-tip, the combination of: a tti 
bular stylus shank formed of magnetic materia; 
a pointed: reeord engaging stylus sectired in one 
end of said shank; a rock bar secured to the other 
end of said shank at right angles thereto and 
extending substantially equal distances from said 
shank, said rock bar having a channel shaped 
cross section disposed with the plane of the web 
thereof at right angles to said shank, the ends 
of said rock bar having a quasi-tubular form de 
fined by upwardly and inwardly curving leg ex 
tensions of said channel shape; and a pair of 
trunnion blocks secured to the ends of said rock 
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bar, said trunnion blocks being formed. Of a re 
silient material having a low modulus of rigidity and great elasticity. 

8. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up, 
the combination of: a body member formed of a 
light weight non-magnetic material; a pick-up 
coil mounted in a pocket extending inwardly from 
one surface of said body; a stylus assembly con 
prising a rock bar, a shank portion extended at 
right angles to said rock bar and disposed inter 
mediate the ends thereof, and elastic trunnion 
blocks' bonded to the ends of said rock bar; receSS 
means in the other surface of said body for re 
ceiving said blocks and holding said stylus a S 
sembly in a position extending said shank axial 
ly through said coil: and means clamping said 
trunnion blocks in said receSS. 

9. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up, 
the combination of: a body member formed of a 
light weight non-magnetic material; a pick-up 
coil mounted in a pocket extending in Wardly from 
one surface of said body; a stylus assenbly con 
prising a rock bar, a shank portion extended at 
right angles to said rock bar and disposed mid 
way of the ends thereof, and elastic trunnion 
blocks bonded to the ends of said rock bar; and 
means for clamping said blocks against the other 
surface of said body in positions extending Said 
shank axially through said coil and disposing the 
length of said rock bar at right angles to the di 
rection of desired movement of said Stylus Shank, 
whereby said desired movement is permitted by 
the angular movement of said rock bar torsional 
ly distorting said elastic blocks. 

10. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up, 
the combination of: a body member formed of a 
light weight non-magnetic material; a COVer 
member hingedly attached to said body member 
for swinging movement between open and closed 
positions; a pick-up coil mounted in a pocket ex 
tending inwardly from one surface of said body; 
a stylus assembly comprising a rock bar, a Shank 
portion extended at right angles to said rock bar 
and disposed midway of the ends thereof, and 
elastic trunnion blocks bonded to the ends of 
said rock bar; recess means in the other surface 
of said body for receiving said blocks and hold 
ing said stylus assembly in a position extending 
said shank axially through said coil; means on 
said cover member disposed to engage said blockS 
in said closed position of Said cover and clamp 
said trunnion blocks in said recess; and means 
for releasably holding said cover in said closed 
position, whereby moving said Cover to said Open 
position permits removal and replacement of Said stylus assembly. 

11. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up, 
the combination of: a body member, a stylus as 
sembly comprising a tubular stylus shank formed 
of magnetic material, a pointed record-engaging 
stylus secured in one end of said shank, and a rock 
bar secured to the other end of said shank at 
right angles thereto and extending substantially 
equal distances from Said Shank; and resilient 
mounting means interposed between each of the 
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8 
ends of said rock bar and said body flexibly Se 
curing said stylus assembly to said body in a po 
sition disposing the length of said rock bar at 
right angles to the direction of desired movement 
of said stylus to thereby permit angular move 
ment of said rock bar in response to lateral dis placement of Said stylus. 

12. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick 
up, the combination of: a body member, a Stylus 
assembly comprising a tubular stylus Shank 
formed of magnetic material, a pointed record 
engaging stylus secured in one end of Said shank, 
and a rock bar of channel shaped croSs Section 
disposed with the plane of the Web thereof at 
right angles to said shank and extending substan 
tially equal distances from said shank; and re 
silient mounting means interposed between each 
of the ends of said rock bar and said body flex 
ibly securing said stylus assembly to said body in 
a position disposing the length of said rock bar at 
right angles to the direction of desired movement 
of said stylus to thereby permit angular move 
ment of Said rock bar in response to lateral dis 
placement of said stylus. 

13. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up, 
the combination of: a body member; a stylus as 
Sembly comprising a rock bar of channel shaped 
cross section, and a tubular stylus shank secured 
to said rock bar intermediate ends thereof at 
right angles to the length of said shank having a 
generally tapered form disposed with the larger 
end at said rock bar, said shank having a Sub 
stantially constant wall thickness along its 
length; and resilient mounting means interposed 
between each of the ends of said rock bar and 
said body for flexibly securing said stylus assemi 
bly to Said body. 

14. In an electromagnetic phonograph pick-up 
including a body member carrying, means de 
fining a pair of spaced magnetic pole faces, the 
combination of: a stylus assembly including an 
armature portion and a rock bar portion extend 
ing transversely of said armature portion; resil 
ient blocks of polygonal cross Section bonded to 
the ends of said rock bar portion; and means on 
said body member for engaging said blocks and 
normally holding said assembly in a position dis 
posing said armature portion centrally between 
said pole faces and disposing said rock bar in 
a position disposing the length thereof at right 
angles to the direction of desired movement of 
Said armature portion. - 
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